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Analysis optimum transmit power of 10 Gbits 
optical CDMA system in fiber-to-the-home access 

network  
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Abstract— In this paper, the optimum transmits power for an optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) is analyzed at different data 
rates and transmission distance. We used Enhance Double Weight (EDW) codes as a signature address in designing the system because 
this code can accommodate more number of simultaneous users under considerable standard Bit-Error-Rate (e.g. ≤ 10-9). The induced 
EDW codes for OCDMA system can suppress multiusers interference and increase the bit-error-rate performance with optimum transmit 
power. The numerical simulations have been taken into the account to carry out analysis. We ascertained by simulation results that the 
optimum power is decreases with the distance and high bit rate and maintain error floor transmission rate (10e-09).Therefore this system 
can be considered as a promising solution for optical access network such as Fiber-to-the-Home access network. 

Index Terms— Optical Code Divission Multiple Access (OCDMA), Enhance Double Weight (EDW), Fiber Brag Grating (FBG), NAND 
subtraction, AND Subtraction, Fiber –to-the-Home (FTTH), Multiple Access Interference (MAI).   

——————————      —————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ORE than one decade, the rapid advance has been real-

ized in the optical fiber communication technology with 

significant reduction of loss in single mode fiber. The main 

progress has been obtained in high sensitivity and high-speed 

optical detectors, development of high-speed semiconductor 

laser diodes, and the advance of optical amplifiers to the fiber 

communication transmission capacity. These advances have 

had an important impact on the field of optical telecommuni-

cations system and widely used in many more applications of 

communication engineering [1]. Optical Code Division Multi-

ple Access (OCDMA) has been recognized as one of the most 

important technologies for supporting many users in shared 

media simultaneously, and in some cases can increase the 

transmission capacity of an optical fiber [2]. OCDMA has been 

exciting developments in short haul optical networking be-

cause this system can supports both wide and narrow band-

width applications on the same network. In addition, it con-

nects large number of asynchronous users with low latency. 

The jitter, permits quality of service guarantees to be managed 

at the physical layer which offers robust signal security and 

has simplified network topologies. In order to suppress the 

MAI effect sufficiently, many subtraction techniques with 

codes fixed in-phase cross correlation have been proposed [3-

4]. 

The detection is one of the important processes to design the 

system transmitter and receivers. In general, there are two 

well known basic detection techniques, namely coherent and 

incoherent [5]. The knowledge of the phase information of the 

carriers keeps big impact when coherent detection send detec-

tion signal. On the other hand, the incoherent detection has no 

such kinds of information. Alternatively, the incoherent 

OCDMA is performed in a unipolar approach and coherent is 

performed in a biopolar behavior with the coding operation. 

The less hardware complexity of incoherent detection makes a 

popular candidate compared to coherent detection. Moreover, 

the incoherent detection does not need phase synchronization. 

The application of the coherent technique will be more diffi-

cult than incoherent technique. Therefore, we have chosen the 

incoherent detection technique based on spectral-amplitude-

coding (SAC) for this research. However, the cross correlation 

function is always generated in the incoherent code words. As 

results, the multiple access interference (MAI) is generated in 

the system due to this cross correlation, which can be reduced 

by using a suitable detection technique in OCDMA systems.  

Many kinds of detection techniques are available and al-

ready proposed by many researchers [3, 6, 7 and 8]. The 

well known detection techniques are the complimentary 

subtraction technique [6 and 7], the AND subtraction tech-

nique [7], the spectral direct detection technique (SDD) [8] 

and the XOR subtraction technique [4]. However, all these 

detection techniques have various limitations. Although 

some of these detection techniques has successfully reduced 

the MAI effect but still suffering from the poor signal quali-

ty, which is considered as a big limitation of the existing 

detection techniques.  The Enhance Double Weight (EDW) 

[8] code was successfully applied in the complimentary and 
AND subtraction techniques but the problem of poor signal 
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quality remain the same. In order to solve this problem, we 

introduce a new detection technique named the NAND sub-

traction detection technique [9], which can reduce the MAI in a 

significant amount. OCDMA is a multiplexing technique tak-

ing the advantage of the large bandwidth of fiber and flexibil-

ity of code division multiple accesses. Now it is getting more 

and more attention, because of its prominent advantages, such 

as unique confidentiality, scalability, asynchronous access, 

convenient network management and etc [10]. Therefore, this 

proposed OCDMA system would then be a prospective candi-

date for the future FTTH access network.   

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 

Sec II, we review MDW code construction. We discuss about 

detection technique in Sec III. The Sec IV shows the system 

architecture. Network simulation setup is shown in Sec V. Re-

sults and discussions are shown in Sec VI, and finally some 

conclusions are drawn in Sec VII 

  
2. EDW Code Construction 

The basic matrix for the EDW code consists of NK  ma-

trix depending on the value of the code weight. The general 

form of the basic matrix of an EDW code with weight W is 

shown in Fig. 1, where all the component matrices [A1], [A2], .., 

[Aw] depend on W.  The basic matrix consists of the minimum 

number of K and N for the specific number of code weight.  

From the basic matrix, a larger number of K can be achieved 

using the mapping technique as bellow: 

 

[𝐻] =

































wAAA 21
 

 

Fig.1. General form of the EDW code matrix [12]. 

 

The size of each matrix consist of aa NK  , Where:  
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The basic matrix for EDW consists of a 63 matrix.  The 

component matrices are [A1], [A2], and [A3]. The size of matrix 

[A] is 23 , after using Eqs. (1) and (2). The combination se-

quence for each matrix is 2 and 1. The basic EDW code denot-

ed by (6, 3, 1) is shown [9]. The basic matrix consists of a chip-

combination sequence of 1,2,1,2… (alternating 1’s and 2’s) for 

the columns.  A chip combination is defined as the summation 

of the spectral chips (1’s and 0’s) for all users (or rows) in the 

same column with each code sequence allowed to overlap at 

most, once with every other sequence in the columns of the 

matrix. 
 
2.1. NAND Subtraction Technique 

 

The mobility of the digital electrons in NAND gate is 

three times higher than AND gate as well as NOR gate [11]. 

This statement refers to the digital logic gates (AND, OR, 

NAND). However, in our proposed system the idea of NAND 

is used as an operation, not as a digital gate. Considering this 

point of view, the authors brought the concept of the NAND 

subtraction technique in our study. In the NAND subtraction 

detection technique, the cross-correlation 𝜃  ̃(𝐾) is substituted 

by 𝜃(  ̃) , where 𝜃(  ̃) represents the NAND operation be-

tween X and Y sequences. For example, let 𝑋 = 1100 and 

𝑌 = 0110 therefore the NAND is (𝑋�̃�)𝑌 = 0010. Fig. 2 shows 

the implementation of NAND subtraction detection technique 

and Table 1 shows the comparisons between complementary 

and NAND subtraction detection technique using EDW codes.   

 
Table.1Comparison of complementary and NAND subtraction 

detection technique 

 

 
 

Note that 𝜆  (where 𝑖 is 1, 2…..𝑁) is the column number of 

the codes which also represents the spectral position of the 

chips. Therefore, MAI can be cancelled using both techniques. 

However, NAND subtraction detection technique can generate 

extra weight as shown in Table 1. This is due to the fact that 

when the code weight is increased, the signal power increases 

as well; hence, increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, 

The OCDMA performance is improved significantly using the 

NAND subtraction detection technique.  
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Fig.2. Implementation of NAND subtraction technique 

3. Network Simulation Setup 

 

A simple schematic block diagram consisting of three us-

ers are illustrated in Fig. 3. This system each chip has a spec-

tral width of 0.8 nm. The tests were carried out at the rate of 

(10 Gbits), for 30 km. The fiber used had the values of parame-

ters taken from the data which are based on the G.652 Non 

Dispersion Shifted Fiber (NDSF) standard. This included the 

attenuation, group delay, group velocity dispersion, disper-

sion slope and effective index of refraction, which were all 

wavelength dependent. The non-linear effects such as the Four 

Wave Mixing and Self Phase Modulation (SPM) were also ac-

tivated and specified according to the typical industrial values 

to simulate the real environment as close as possible. The sys-

tem specifications listed in Table 1 were used throughout the 

simulation. At 1550 nm wavelength, the attenuation co-

efficient was 0.25 dB/km, and the chromatic dispersion co-

efficient was 18ps/nm-km and the polarization mode disper-

sion (PMD) co-efficient was 0.5 ps/sqrt (km). The transmit 

power used was between -5 dBm to 5 dBm out of the broad-

band source.  The noises generated at the receivers were set to 

be random and totally uncorrelated.  The dark current value 

was 5 nA and the thermal noise co-efficient was 1.810-23 

W/Hz for each of the photodetectors. The performance of the 

system was evaluated by referring to the bit error rate, re-

ceived power, transmit power and the eye pattern. Fig.3 shows 

the system simulation setup which has transmitter and receiv-

er. At the transmitter, the coherent light (Lesar) source is used. 

The pseudo-random bit sequence generator and non-return-

to-zero (NRZ) pulse generator to generate the input signals, an 

external modulator to modulate the input signal into the opti-

cal signal. The modulated signal is transmitted through single 

mode optical fibe. The function of the encoder was amplitude 

spectrally encode the source according to the specific used 

code which is Enhance Double Weight (EDW) code with a 

weight three. At the receiver side consist of FBG which act as a 

decoder, PIN photo-detectors and low pass filters. The decod-

ing scheme used was NAND subtraction. A subtractor is used 

for subtract the overlapping data from the desired one. 

 

Tabel.1: Summary of system specifications  

Data rate  10 Gbits, 2.5 Gbits and662 Mb/s 
Channel spacing 0.8-nm 
Insertion loss 0.25 dBm 
Mux/Dmux insertion loss 2 dBm 
Fiber attenuation 0.25dB/km 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Simulation setup for the OCDMA system with NAND 
subtraction detection technique 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

Fig. 4 depicts the relationship between received power 

and the measured BER for NAND subtraction technique at (10 

Gbits, 2.5 Gbits and 622 Mbps) data rates. The optical fiber 

length was fixed (30 km) for the analysis. It clearly shows that, 

the system using NAND subtraction technique at various bit 

rate 10 Gbits, 2.5 Gbits and 622 Mbps the BER is 4.05e-10, 2.02e-

24 and 1.63e-39 respectively when the minimum transmit power 

is -2 dBm. (10-13) and received power -19.189 dBm, -20.586 dBm 

and -21.700 dBm respectively. The Fig. 4 demonstrates that at 

low bit rate (622 Mbps) BER and received power is better as 

compare to high bit rate. However, at high bit rate (10 Gbits) 

the system can have standard error free transmission value 

BER 4.05e-10 with optimum received power (19.189 dBm). The 

main objective of this analysis is to find out the optimum re-

ceived power with standard error free (10e-09) transmission 
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value for high bit rate system. On the other hand Fig.5 pre-

sents the effect of transmit power against BER at various bit 

rate 10 Gbits, 2.5 Gbits and 622 Mbps for fixed fiber length (30 

km). As it is seen from Fig. 5 that at 10 Gbits the system re-

quire -2 dBm transmit power to maintain the error floor 

transmission rate where as 2.5 Gbits and 622 Mbits require 

transmit power -4 dBm and -5 dBm. Although, is this study we 

have considered maximum input power 5 dBm. At transmit 

power 5 dBm the system BER is 2.83e-33. 

 

Fig. 4. Received power versus BER for different bit rates and a 
fixed transmission distance (30 km) 

 

Fig. 5. Transmit power versus BER for different bit rates and a 
fixed transmission distance (30 km) 

As shown in Fig.6, that the system using new detection 

technique shows BER in fixed bit rate in respect to the differ-

ent fiber length (15 to 30 km). It is found that the system can 

transmit excellent signal up to 30 km at 10 Gbits. The transmit 

power 0 dBm is taken for analyzing the performance. It is also 

seen from fig.6 that as the distance increase the error floor be-

come worst and received power is high. Though, the received 

power is slightly high but the signal quality is exactable range 

which satisfies the error free transmission rate (10e-09). On the 

other hand, Fig. 7 shows the effect of transmit power on the 

BER. It is also found that, as the input power is increased the 

error floor is decries. To conclude all the results, we found that 

the system pwer distribution and BER is very much depended 

on bit rate. Moreover, the performance of the NAND subtrac-

tion technique is evident at all rates with supportable distance 

to support by the conventional technique. In Fig. 7 (a, b and c) 

shows the measured eye patterns at (10 Gbits, 2.5 Gbits and 

622 Mbps). It clearly illustrates that using new detection tech-

nique the system had a better performance with a larger eye 

opening at 10 Gbits data rate.  

 

Fig.6. Received power versus BER for different transmission 
distance with a fixed bit rate of 10 Gbits 

 

Fig. 7. Transmit power versus BER for different transmission 
distance with a fixed bit rate of 10 Gbits 
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(a). 10 Gbits bit rate 

 

(b). 2.5 Gbits 

 

(c). 622 Mbps 

 

6. CONCLUSSION 

In this paper, optical CDMA system has been analyzed us-
ing numerical simulation to find out the optimum transmit 
power at different bit rates and transmission distance. The 
NAND subtraction technique has been applied in the receiver 
to improve the system performance. The Enhance Double 
Weight (EDW) code is used as a signature address of the sys-
tem. The analysis has revealed that the system at 10 Gbits, the 
received power is acceptable when transmitting power is -2 
dBm. It has been also shown that the system can maintain er-
ror floor transmission rate (10e-09) with low transmit power (-4 
dBm) for 30 km. To consider these advantages, it is concluded 
that the proposed system can be suitable for Fiber-to-the-
Home (FTTH) access network to fulfill the consumer’s de-
mands.  
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